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Seeking a company that offers opportunities for advancement to one with 
credentials, and be an asset to the company.

MAY 1985 – AUGUST 1989
ASSOCIATE CAMERA OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Producing quality work, maintain production quota and follow order 
specifications.

 Made camera shots from original or distorted art-board, making distortions, 
stripping per art-board and customer order specifications.

 Proofreading type, stripping separations and laying screens.
 Making Off Set Plates, mixing various developers, chemicals, processing the 

plates including gumming and quality control of all plates prior to shipping to 
customers.

 Worked with specific gravities in relation to chemicals.
 Maintained daily record of plate specifications and activity according to 

customers specifications.
 Maintained charts and reports, recording specifications for all jobs.

1981 – 1985
CAMERA OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 3ABN is a Christian Television Network, so my job was to run the camera for 
many programs, both live and taped.

 I also had the opportunity to travel to California with the road crew for a 2-week 
series, and from time to time was given various other roles involving editing, 
makeup, and floor directing.

 I learned to set up, tear down, and operate professional-level video equipment.
 Also, become familiar with headset lingo and live broadcast vs.
 pre-taped production procedures.
 My natural talents were encouraged and watered, and I earned the opportunity 

to direct from the switchboard as well.
 Skills Used My artistic eye gave me a natural advantage and I was eager to 

learn anything I could about the equipment.

EDUCATION

HS - 1981(Rockingham Co. Senior High School - Wentworth, NC)
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Pro Tools, Excel.
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